**CAC HOURS**

**BLINK 2019**

**THURSDAY**

- **GALLERY HOURS**: 10AM-11PM
- **Y'AL (Drop-In Art Making)**: 4PM-8PM
- **FAUSTO (Restaurant and Bar)**: 8AM-11PM

**FRIDAY**

- **GALLERY HOURS**: 10AM-11PM
- **A-I-R (Drop-In Art Making)**: 4PM-8PM
- **FAUSTO (Restaurant and Bar)**: 8AM-11PM
- **MURAL PROCESSION***: 8PM
  - For Saya Woolfalk
  - *Starts at the corner of Central Parkway & Walnut, ends at CAC

**SATURDAY**

- **GALLERY HOURS**: 10AM-4PM/6PM-11PM
- **POP-UP BAR**: 6PM-10PM
- **MARKET BLEU**: 6PM-10PM
- **MURAL PROCESSION***: 8PM
  - For Saya Woolfalk
  - *Starts at the corner of Central Parkway & Walnut, ends at CAC

**SUNDAY**

- **GALLERY HOURS**: 10AM-4PM
- **PLAY CAFÉ**: 10AM-12PM
- **FAUSTO (Restaurant and Bar)**: 9AM-2PM